
 

UnusTrack 

Single Axis Solar Tracking Structure and Controller 

 

The UnusTrack is a horizontal single-axis solar tracker that increases plant production 

with 25-35 % in comparison to fixed-tilt systems. It follows the sun during daylight, 

from East to West, with 1° precision. 

 



Features 

 Design is based on cost efficiency and latest sun tracking technology for 

increased energy efficiency. 

 Structure can be fixed using ground screw pillars or concrete foundation. The 

ground screw ensures speedy installation with minimal environmental impact. 

The ground screw pillars also allows for quick and easy removal or relocation 

if necessary. Concrete foundation can be customized to the specific 

requirements for each project. 

 The single axis tracking structure is shipped in disassembled individual 

components, which means the system can be set up and installed without 

the need for heavy construction equipment such as a crane.  

 The structure is wind resistant up to 180 km/h, the units automatically move to 

a horizontal position if strong winds are detected. 

 Strong structural design made from weather-proof materials including hot 

dipped galvanised steel, ensuring years of trouble-free operation. 

 The UnusTrack control and monitoring system uses calendar data. The 

tracker’s position is calculated in real-time based on the structure’s 

geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude and Universal time), thus 

deriving the actual path of the sun. The trackers will independently move into 

the optimum position with extreme accuracy. 

 The structure has minimal moving parts. 

 The structure is designed for no maintenance. 

Benefits 

 Low-cost tracker with high energy output. 

 Enhances energy level by 25-35%. 

 No maintenance. 

 High accuracy control system. 

 Long life span of the structure. 
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 Teflon Bearings                         Galavanised Structure 



Specifications 

Energy Gain   25-35% 

Max Capacity   1000 Solar Panels 

Panel Size    Recommended : 1500mm high x 1000mm wide 

Structure Size   20 Rows with 50 panels/row (1000 panels) 

Maximum Linked Rows   20 

Maximum Row Size   50 Solar panels 

Control Type   Real-time tracking system 

Sensor Type   Orientation sensor 

Rotating angle   +45º ~ -45º 

Structure Materials   Hot dip galvanized Steel 

Structure Rotating System   Teflon Bearing 

System Driving System   Linear Actuator / Slew Drive 

Input Voltage   100-240VAC / 50 ~ 60Hz 

Ground Coverage Ratio   1MW:  12000m² 

Max. Wind Load   180 km/h 

Operating Temperature Range   -34°C to 60°C 

Solar Tracking Method   Sun location Algorithm with geographic location input 

Control  System   Netshield Tracking Controller 

Communication ports   MODBUS and Ethernet 

Stow   Night 

Installation   Bolted structure, no welding 

Scheduled Maintenance   None 

Warranty   5 years 

 


